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Developed from the authors’ longstanding course on decision and risk analysis,
Value-Added Decision Making for Managers explores the important interaction
between decisions and management action and clarifies the barriers to rational
decision making. The authors analyze strengths and weaknesses of the best
alternatives, enabling decision makers to improve on these alternatives by adding
value and reducing risk. The core of the text addresses decisions that involve
selecting the best alternative from diverse choices. The decisions include buying
a car, picking a supplier or home contractor, selecting a technology, picking a
location for a manufacturing plant or sports stadium, hiring an employee or
selecting among job offers, deciding on the size of a sales force, making a late
design change, and sourcing to emerging markets. The book also covers more
complex decisions arising in negotiations, strategy, and ethics that involve
multiple dimensions simultaneously. Numerous activities interspersed throughout
the text highlight real-world situations, helping readers see how the concepts
presented can be used in their own work environment or personal life. Each
chapter also includes discussion questions and references. Web Resource The
book’s website at http://ise.wayne.edu/research/decision.php offers tutorials of
Logical Decisions software for multi-objective decisions and Precision Tree
software for probabilistic decisions. Directions for downloading student versions
of the DecisionTools Suite and Logical Decisions software can be found in the
appendices. Password-protected PowerPoint presentations for each chapter and
solutions to all of the numeric examples are available for instructors.
Simulation Using ProModel covers the art and science of simulation in general
and the use of ProModel simulation software in particular. The text blends theory
with practice. Actual applications in business, services and manufacturing and a
hands-on approach to simulation, including real-world simulation projects, are
emphasized. The third edition of Simulation Using ProModel reflects the most
recent version of the ProModel software in all the examples and labs as well as
expanded coverage on generating random variates and design of experiments.
Additionally, the lead author is founder and Chief Technology Advisor for
ProModel Corporation.
Neuro-Fuzzy and Soft Computing provides the first comprehensive treatment of
the constituent methodologies underlying neuro-fuzzy and soft computing, an
evolving branch of computational intelligence. The constituent methodologies
include fuzzy set theory, neural networks, data clustering techniques, and several
stochastic optimization methods that do not require gradient information. In
particular, the authors put equal emphasis on theoretical aspects of covered
methodologies, as well as empirical observations and verifications of various
applications in practice. The book is well suited for use as a text for courses on
computational intelligence and as a single reference source for this emerging
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field. To help readers understand the material the presentation includes more
than 50 examples, more than 150 exercises, over 300 illustrations, and more
than 150 Matlab scripts. In addition, Matlab is utilized to visualize the processes
of fuzzy reasoning, neural-network learning, neuro-fuzzy integration and training,
and gradient-free optimization (such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing,
random search, and downhill Simplex method). The presentation also makes use
of SIMULINK for neuro-fuzzy control system simulations. All Matlab scripts used
in the book are available on the free companion software disk that may be
ordered by using the enclosed reply card. The book also contains an "Internet
Resource Page" to point the reader to on-line neuro-fuzzy and soft computing
home pages, publications, public-domain software, research institutes, news
groups, etc. All the HTTP and FTP addresses are available as a bookmark file on
the companion software disk.
Simulation modelling involves the development of models that imitate real-world
operations, and statistical analysis of their performance with a view to improving
efficiency and effectiveness. This non-technical textbook is focused towards the
needs of business, engineering and computer science students, and
concentrates on discrete event simulations as it is used in operations
management. Stewart Robinson of Warwick Business School offers guidance
through the key stages in a simulation project in terms of both the technical
requirements and the project management issues surrounding it. Readers will
emerge able to develop appropriate valid conceptual models, perform simulation
experiments, analyse the results and draw insightful conclusions.
Introduction to Modeling and Simulation with MATLAB and Python is intended for
students and professionals in science, social science, and engineering that wish
to learn the principles of computer modeling, as well as basic programming skills.
The book content focuses on meeting a set of basic modeling and simulation
competencies that were developed as part of several National Science
Foundation grants. Even though computer science students are much more
expert programmers, they are not often given the opportunity to see how those
skills are being applied to solve complex science and engineering problems and
may also not be aware of the libraries used by scientists to create those models.
The book interleaves chapters on modeling concepts and related exercises with
programming concepts and exercises. The authors start with an introduction to
modeling and its importance to current practices in the sciences and engineering.
They introduce each of the programming environments and the syntax used to
represent variables and compute mathematical equations and functions. As
students gain more programming expertise, the authors return to modeling
concepts, providing starting code for a variety of exercises where students add
additional code to solve the problem and provide an analysis of the outcomes. In
this way, the book builds both modeling and programming expertise with a "justin-time" approach so that by the end of the book, students can take on relatively
simple modeling example on their own. Each chapter is supplemented with
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references to additional reading, tutorials, and exercises that guide students to
additional help and allows them to practice both their programming and analytical
modeling skills. In addition, each of the programming related chapters is divided
into two parts – one for MATLAB and one for Python. In these chapters, the
authors also refer to additional online tutorials that students can use if they are
having difficulty with any of the topics. The book culminates with a set of final
project exercise suggestions that incorporate both the modeling and
programming skills provided in the rest of the volume. Those projects could be
undertaken by individuals or small groups of students. The companion website at
http://www.intromodeling.com provides updates to instructions when there are
substantial changes in software versions, as well as electronic copies of
exercises and the related code. The website also offers a space where people
can suggest additional projects they are willing to share as well as comments on
the existing projects and exercises throughout the book. Solutions and lecture
notes will also be available for qualifying instructors.
Designed for courses at advanced undergraduate or graduate level in industrial
engineering and business, this text provides a review of various aspects of
simulation study, including modelling, simulation software, validation, and output
data analysis.
Accompanying CD-ROM contains ... "the Student Version of the ExpertFit
distribution-fitting software."--Page 4 of cover.
Since the publication of the first edition in 1982, the goal of Simulation Modeling and
Analysis has always been to provide a comprehensive, state-of-the-art, and technically
correct treatment of all important aspects of a simulation study. The book strives to
make this material understandable by the use of intuition and numerous figures,
examples, and problems. It is equally well suited for use in university courses,
simulation practice, and self study. The book is widely regarded as the “bible” of
simulation and now has more than 100,000 copies in print. The book can serve as the
primary text for a variety of courses; for example: • A first course in simulation at the
junior, senior, or beginning-graduate-student level in engineering, manufacturing,
business, or computer science (Chaps. 1 through 4, and parts of Chaps. 5 through 9).
At the end of such a course, the students will be prepared to carry out complete and
effective simulation studies, and to take advanced simulation courses. • A second
course in simulation for graduate students in any of the above disciplines (most of
Chaps. 5 through 12). After completing this course, the student should be familiar with
the more advanced methodological issues involved in a simulation study, and should be
prepared to understand and conduct simulation research. • An introduction to
simulation as part of a general course in operations research or management science
(part of Chaps. 1, 3, 5, 6, and 9).
Simulation and molding are efficient techniques that can aid the city and regional
planners and engineers in optimizing the operation of urban systems such as traffic
light control, highway toll automation, consensus building, public safety, and
environmental protection. When modeling transportation systems such as freeway
systems, arterial or downtown grid systems, the city planner and engineer is concerned
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with capturing the varied interactions between drivers, automobiles, and the
infrastructure. Modeling and simulation are used to effectively optimize the design and
operation of all of these urban systems. It is possible that in an urban simulation
community workshop, citizens can work interactively in front of computers and be able
using the click of the mouse to walk up to their own front porch, looking at the proposed
shopping mall alternatives across the street from virtually any angle and proposed
bridge or tunnel and see how it can reduce traffic congestion. Buildings can be scaled
down or taken out, their orientation can be changed in order to check the view and
orientation in order to have better site with efficient energy-conservation. The stone or
brick material on a building can be replaced by colored concrete, or more trees and
lampposts can be placed on the site. Such flexibility in simulation and animation allows
creative ideas in the design and orientation of urban sites to be demonstrated to
citizens and decision makers before final realization.
Enhance your simulation modeling skills by creating and analyzing digital prototypes of
a physical model using Python programming with this comprehensive guide Key
Features Learn to create a digital prototype of a real model using hands-on examples
Evaluate the performance and output of your prototype using simulation modeling
techniques Understand various statistical and physical simulations to improve systems
using Python Book Description Simulation modeling helps you to create digital
prototypes of physical models to analyze how they work and predict their performance
in the real world. With this comprehensive guide, you'll understand various
computational statistical simulations using Python. Starting with the fundamentals of
simulation modeling, you'll understand concepts such as randomness and explore data
generating processes, resampling methods, and bootstrapping techniques. You'll then
cover key algorithms such as Monte Carlo simulations and Markov decision processes,
which are used to develop numerical simulation models, and discover how they can be
used to solve real-world problems. As you advance, you'll develop simulation models to
help you get accurate results and enhance decision-making processes. Using
optimization techniques, you'll learn to modify the performance of a model to improve
results and make optimal use of resources. The book will guide you in creating a digital
prototype using practical use cases for financial engineering, prototyping project
management to improve planning, and simulating physical phenomena using neural
networks. By the end of this book, you'll have learned how to construct and deploy
simulation models of your own to overcome real-world challenges. What you will learn
Gain an overview of the different types of simulation models Get to grips with the
concepts of randomness and data generation process Understand how to work with
discrete and continuous distributions Work with Monte Carlo simulations to calculate a
definite integral Find out how to simulate random walks using Markov chains Obtain
robust estimates of confidence intervals and standard errors of population parameters
Discover how to use optimization methods in real-life applications Run efficient
simulations to analyze real-world systems Who this book is for Hands-On Simulation
Modeling with Python is for simulation developers and engineers, model designers, and
anyone already familiar with the basic computational methods that are used to study
the behavior of systems. This book will help you explore advanced simulation
techniques such as Monte Carlo methods, statistical simulations, and much more using
Python. Working knowledge of Python programming language is required.
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This is a new edition of Kleijnen’s advanced expository book on statistical methods for
the Design and Analysis of Simulation Experiments (DASE). Altogether, this new
edition has approximately 50% new material not in the original book. More specifically,
the author has made significant changes to the book’s organization, including placing
the chapter on Screening Designs immediately after the chapters on Classic Designs,
and reversing the order of the chapters on Simulation Optimization and Kriging
Metamodels. The latter two chapters reflect how active the research has been in these
areas. The validation section has been moved into the chapter on Classic Assumptions
versus Simulation Practice, and the chapter on Screening now has a section on
selecting the number of replications in sequential bifurcation through Wald’s sequential
probability ration test, as well as a section on sequential bifurcation for multiple types of
simulation responses. Whereas all references in the original edition were placed at the
end of the book, in this edition references are placed at the end of each chapter. From
Reviews of the First Edition: “Jack Kleijnen has once again produced a cutting-edge
approach to the design and analysis of simulation experiments.” (William E. BILES,
JASA, June 2009, Vol. 104, No. 486)
"In formulating a stochastic model to describe a real phenomenon, it used to be that
one compromised between choosing a model that is a realistic replica of the actual
situation and choosing one whose mathematical analysis is tractable. That is, there did
not seem to be any payoff in choosing a model that faithfully conformed to the
phenomenon under study if it were not possible to mathematically analyze that model.
Similar considerations have led to the concentration on asymptotic or steady-state
results as opposed to the more useful ones on transient time. However, the relatively
recent advent of fast and inexpensive computational power has opened up another
approach--namely, to try to model the phenomenon as faithfully as possible and then to
rely on a simulation study to analyze it"-This is a second edition to the original published by Springer in 2006. The
comprehensive volume takes a textbook approach systematically developing the field
by starting from linear models and then moving up to generalized linear and non-linear
mixed effects models. Since the first edition was published the field has grown
considerably in terms of maturity and technicality. The second edition of the book
therefore considerably expands with the addition of three new chapters relating to
Bayesian models, Generalized linear and nonlinear mixed effects models, and
Principles of simulation. In addition, many of the other chapters have been expanded
and updated.
Emphasizes a hands-on approach to learning statistical analysis and model building
through the use of comprehensive examples, problems sets, and software applications
With a unique blend of theory and applications, Simulation Modeling and Arena®,
Second Edition integrates coverage of statistical analysis and model building to
emphasize the importance of both topics in simulation. Featuring introductory coverage
on how simulation works and why it matters, the Second Edition expands coverage on
static simulation and the applications of spreadsheets to perform simulation. The new
edition also introduces the use of the open source statistical package, R, for both
performing statistical testing and fitting distributions. In addition, the models are
presented in a clear and precise pseudo-code form, which aids in understanding and
model communication. Simulation Modeling and Arena, Second Edition also features:
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Updated coverage of necessary statistical modeling concepts such as confidence
interval construction, hypothesis testing, and parameter estimation Additional examples
of the simulation clock within discrete event simulation modeling involving the
mechanics of time advancement by hand simulation A guide to the Arena Run
Controller, which features a debugging scenario New homework problems that cover a
wider range of engineering applications in transportation, logistics, healthcare, and
computer science A related website with an Instructor’s Solutions Manual,
PowerPoint® slides, test bank questions, and data sets for each chapter Simulation
Modeling and Arena, Second Edition is an ideal textbook for upper-undergraduate and
graduate courses in modeling and simulation within statistics, mathematics, industrial
and civil engineering, construction management, business, computer science, and
other departments where simulation is practiced. The book is also an excellent
reference for professionals interested in mathematical modeling, simulation, and Arena.
The first edition of this book was the first text to be written on the Arena software, which is a
very popular simulation modeling software. What makes this text the authoritative source on
Arena is that it was written by the creators of Arena themselves. The new third edition follows
in the tradition of the successful first and second editions in its tutorial style (via a sequence of
carefully crafted examples) and an accessible writing style. The updates include thorough
coverage of the new version of the Arena software (Arena 7.01), enhanced support for Excel
and Access, and updated examples to reflect the new version of software. The CD-ROM that
accompanies the book contains the Academic version of the Arena software. The software
features new capabilities such as model documentation, enhanced plots, file reading and
writing, printing and animation symbols.
Simulation Modeling and Analysis with Arena is a highly readable textbook which treats the
essentials of the Monte Carlo discrete-event simulation methodology, and does so in the
context of a popular Arena simulation environment. It treats simulation modeling as an in-vitro
laboratory that facilitates the understanding of complex systems and experimentation with whatif scenarios in order to estimate their performance metrics. The book contains chapters on the
simulation modeling methodology and the underpinnings of discrete-event systems, as well as
the relevant underlying probability, statistics, stochastic processes, input analysis, model
validation and output analysis. All simulation-related concepts are illustrated in numerous
Arena examples, encompassing production lines, manufacturing and inventory systems,
transportation systems, and computer information systems in networked settings. · Introduces
the concept of discrete event Monte Carlo simulation, the most commonly used methodology
for modeling and analysis of complex systems · Covers essential workings of the popular
animated simulation language, ARENA, including set-up, design parameters, input data, and
output analysis, along with a wide variety of sample model applications from production lines to
transportation systems · Reviews elements of statistics, probability, and stochastic processes
relevant to simulation modeling * Ample end-of-chapter problems and full Solutions Manual *
Includes CD with sample ARENA modeling programs
This book provides a balanced and integrated presentation of modelling and simulation activity
for both Discrete Event Dynamic Systems (DEDS) and Continuous Time Dynamic Systems
(CYDS). The authors establish a clear distinction between the activity of modelling and that of
simulation, maintaining this distinction throughout. The text offers a novel project-oriented
approach for developing the modelling and simulation methodology, providing a solid basis for
demonstrating the dependency of model structure and granularity on project goals.
Comprehensive presentation of the verification and validation activities within the modelling
and simulation context is also shown.
Since the first edition of this book was published seven years ago, the field of modeling and
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simulation of communication systems has grown and matured in many ways, and the use of
simulation as a day-to-day tool is now even more common practice. With the current interest in
digital mobile communications, a primary area of application of modeling and simulation is now
in wireless systems of a different flavor from the `traditional' ones. This second edition
represents a substantial revision of the first, partly to accommodate the new applications that
have arisen. New chapters include material on modeling and simulation of nonlinear systems,
with a complementary section on related measurement techniques, channel modeling and
three new case studies; a consolidated set of problems is provided at the end of the book.
Explores wide-ranging applications of modeling and simulationtechniques that allow readers to
conduct research and ask "Whatif??" Principles of Modeling and Simulation: A
MultidisciplinaryApproach is the first book to provide an introduction tomodeling and simulation
techniques across diverse areas of study.Numerous researchers from the fields of social
science,engineering, computer science, and business have collaborated onthis work to explore
the multifaceted uses of computationalmodeling while illustrating their applications in
commonspreadsheets. The book is organized into three succinct parts: Principles of Modeling
and Simulation provides a briefhistory of modeling and simulation, outlines its many
functions,and explores the advantages and disadvantages of using models inproblem solving.
Two major reasons to employ modeling andsimulation are illustrated through the study of a
specific problemin conjunction with the use of related applications, thus gaininginsight into
complex concepts. Theoretical Underpinnings examines various modelingtechniques and
introduces readers to two significant simulationconcepts: discrete event simulation and
simulation of continuoussystems. This section details the two primary methods in
whichhumans interface with simulations, and it also distinguishes themeaning, importance, and
significance of verification andvalidation. Practical Domains delves into specific topics related
totransportation, business, medicine, social science, and enterprisedecision support. The
challenges of modeling and simulation arediscussed, along with advanced applied principles of
modeling andsimulation such as representation techniques, integration into theapplication
infrastructure, and emerging technologies. With its accessible style and wealth of real-world
examples,Principles of Modeling and Simulation: A MultidisciplinaryApproach is a valuable
book for modeling and simulation coursesat the upper-undergraduate and graduate levels. It is
also anindispensable reference for researchers and practitioners workingin statistics,
mathematics, engineering, computer science,economics, and the social sciences who would
like to furtherdevelop their understanding and knowledge of the field.
This senior/graduate-level text is the classic text in its field and established itself as the
authoritative source on the theory & practice of simulation over 15 years ago. It is used in most
of the better schools of engineering and in some business programs as well.
Theory of Modeling and Simulation: Discrete Event & Iterative System Computational
Foundations, Third Edition, continues the legacy of this authoritative and complete theoretical
work. It is ideal for graduate and PhD students and working engineers interested in posing and
solving problems using the tools of logico-mathematical modeling and computer simulation.
Continuing its emphasis on the integration of discrete event and continuous modeling
approaches, the work focuses light on DEVS and its potential to support the co-existence and
interoperation of multiple formalisms in model components. New sections in this updated
edition include discussions on important new extensions to theory, including chapter-length
coverage of iterative system specification and DEVS and their fundamental importance,
closure under coupling for iteratively specified systems, existence, uniqueness, nondeterministic conditions, and temporal progressiveness (legitimacy). Presents a 40% revised
and expanded new edition of this classic book with many important post-2000 extensions to
core theory Provides a streamlined introduction to Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS)
formalism for modeling and simulation Packages all the "need-to-know" information on DEVS
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formalism in one place Expanded to include an online ancillary package, including numerous
examples of theory and implementation in DEVS-based software, student solutions and
instructors manual

"This is an excellent and well-written text on discrete event simulation with a focus on
applications in Operations Research. There is substantial attention to programming,
output analysis, pseudo-random number generation and modelling and these sections
are quite thorough. Methods are provided for generating pseudo-random numbers
(including combining such streams) and for generating random numbers from most
standard statistical distributions." --ISI Short Book Reviews, 22:2, August 2002
A crucial step during the design and engineering of communication systems is the
estimation of their performance and behavior; especially for mathematically complex or
highly dynamic systems network simulation is particularly useful. This book focuses on
tools, modeling principles and state-of-the art models for discrete-event based network
simulations, the standard method applied today in academia and industry for
performance evaluation of new network designs and architectures. The focus of the
tools part is on two distinct simulations engines: OmNet++ and ns-3, while it also deals
with issues like parallelization, software integration and hardware simulations. The parts
dealing with modeling and models for network simulations are split into a wireless
section and a section dealing with higher layers. The wireless section covers all
essential modeling principles for dealing with physical layer, link layer and wireless
channel behavior. In addition, detailed models for prominent wireless systems like IEEE
802.11 and IEEE 802.16 are presented. In the part on higher layers, classical modeling
approaches for the network layer, the transport layer and the application layer are
presented in addition to modeling approaches for peer-to-peer networks and topologies
of networks. The modeling parts are accompanied with catalogues of model
implementations for a large set of different simulation engines. The book is aimed at
master students and PhD students of computer science and electrical engineering as
well as at researchers and practitioners from academia and industry that are dealing
with network simulation at any layer of the protocol stack.
Computer simulation is an effective and popular universal tool that can be applied to
almost all disciplines. Requiring only basic knowledge of programming, mathematics,
and probability theory, Computer Simulation: A Foundational Approach Using Python
takes a hands-on approach to programming to introduce the fundamentals of computer
simulation. The main target of the book is computer science and engineering students
who are interested mainly in directly applying the techniques to their research
problems. The book will be of great interest to senior undergraduate and starting
graduate students in the fields of computer science and engineering and industrial
engineering.
Simulation means driving a model of a system with suitable inputs and observing the
corresponding outputs. It is widely applied in engineering, in business, and in the
physical and social sciences. Simulation method ology araws on computer. science,
statistics, and operations research and is now sufficiently developed and coherent to be
called a discipline in its own right. A course in simulation is an essential part of any
operations re search or computer science program. A large fraction of applied work in
these fields involves simulation; the techniques of simulation, as tools, are as
fundamental as those of linear programming or compiler construction, for example.
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Simulation sometimes appears deceptively easy, but perusal of this book will reveal
unexpected depths. Many simulation studies are statistically defective and many
simulation programs are inefficient. We hope that our book will help to remedy this
situation. It is intended to teach how to simulate effectively. A simulation project has
three crucial components, each of which must always be tackled: (1) data gathering,
model building, and validation; (2) statistical design and estimation; (3) programming
and implementation. Generation of random numbers (Chapters 5 and 6) pervades
simulation, but unlike the three components above, random number generators need
not be constructed from scratch for each project. Usually random number packages are
available. That is one reason why the chapters on random numbers, which contain
mainly reference material, follow the ch!lPters deal ing with experimental design and
output analysis.
Since the publication of the first edition in 1982, the goal of Simulation Modeling and
Analysis has always been to provide a comprehensive, state-of-the-art, and technically
correct treatment of all important aspects of a simulation study. The book strives to
make this material understandable by the use of intuition and numerous figures,
examples, and problems. It is equally well suited for use in university courses,
simulation practice, and self study. The book is widely regarded as the "bible" of
simulation and now has more than 100,000 copies in print. The book can serve as the
primary text for a variety of courses; for example: *A first course in simulation at the
junior, senior, or beginning-graduate-student level in engineering, manufacturing,
business, or computer science (Chaps. 1 through 4, and parts of Chaps. 5 through 9).
At the end of such a course, the students will be prepared to carry out complete and
effective simulation studies, and to take advanced simulation courses. *A second
course in simulation for graduate students in any of the above disciplines (most of
Chaps. 5 through 12). After completing this course, the student should be familiar with
the more advanced methodological issues involved in a simulation study, and should be
prepared to understand and conduct simulation research. *An introduction to simulation
as part of a general course in operations research or management science (part of
Chaps. 1, 3, 5, 6, and 9).
This book provides a self-contained review of all the relevant topics in probability
theory. A software package called MAXIM, which runs on MATLAB, is made available
for downloading. Vidyadhar G. Kulkarni is Professor of Operations Research at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Offers comprehensive coverage of discrete-event simulation, emphasizing and
describing the procedures used in operations research - methodology, generation and
testing of random numbers, collection and analysis of input data, verification of
simulation models and analysis of output data.
Discrete Event Simulation is a process-oriented text/reference that utilizes an eleven-step
model to represent the simulation process from problem formulation to implementation and
documentation. The book presents the necessary level of detail required to fully develop a
model that produces meaningful results and considers the tools necessary to interpret those
results. Sufficient background information is provided so that the underlying concepts of
simulation are understood. Major topics covered in Discrete Event Simulation include
probability and distributional theory, statistical estimation and inference, the generation of
random variates, verification and validation techniques, time management methods,
experimental design, and programming language considerations. The book also examines
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distributed simulation and issues related to distributing the physical process over a network of
tightly coupled processors. Topics covered in this area include deadlock, synchronization,
rollback, event management, and communication processes. Fully worked examples and
numerous practical exercises have been drawn from the engineering disciplines and computer
science, although they have been structured so that they will be useful as well to other
disciplines such as economics, business administration, and management science. The
presentation of techniques and methods in Discrete Event Simulation make it an ideal
text/reference for all practitioners of discrete event simulation.
Enjoy learning a key technology. Undergraduates and beginning graduates in both first and
second simulation courses have responded positively to the approach taken in this text, which
illustrates simulation principles using the popular Simio product. This economy version
substitutes grayscale interior graphics to keep costs low for students. Content: This textbook
explains how to use simulation to make better business decisions in application domains from
healthcare to mining, heavy manufacturing to supply chains, and everything in between. It is
written to help both technical and non-technical users better understand the concepts and
usefulness of simulation. It can be used in a classroom environment or in support of
independent study. Modern software makes simulation more useful and accessible than ever
and this book illustrates simulation concepts with Simio, a leader in simulation software. Author
Statement: This book can serve as the primary text in first and second courses in simulation at
both the undergraduate and beginning-graduate levels. It is written in an accessible tutorialstyle writing approach centered on specific examples rather than general concepts, and covers
a variety of applications including an international flavor. Our experience has shown that these
characteristics make the text easier to read and absorb, as well as appealing to students from
many different cultural and applications backgrounds. A first simulation course would probably
cover Chapter 1 through 8 thoroughly, and likely Chapters 9 and 10, particularly for upper class
or graduate level students. For a second simulation course, it might work to skip or quickly
review Chapters 1-3 and 6, thoroughly cover all other chapters up to Chapter 10, and use
Chapter 11 as reinforcing assignments. The text or components of it could also support a
simulation module of a few weeks within a larger survey course in programs without a standalone simulation course (e.g., MBA). For a simulation module that's part of a larger survey
course, we recommend concentrating on Chapters 1, 4, and 5, and then perhaps lightly touch
on Chapters 7 and 8. The extensibility introduced in Chapter 10 could provide some interesting
project work for a graduate student with some programming background, as it could be easily
linked to other research topics. Likewise Appendix A could be used as the lead-in to some
advanced study or research in the latest techniques in simulation-based planning and
scheduling. Supplemental course material is also available on-line. Third Edition: The new third
edition adds sections on Randomness in Simulation, Model Debugging, and Monte Carlo
simulation. In addition, the coverage of animation, input analysis and output analysis has been
significantly expanded. There is a new appendix on simulation-based scheduling, end-ofchapter problems have been improved and expanded, and we have incorporated many reader
suggestions. We have reorganized the material for improved flow, and have updates
throughout the book for many of the new Simio features recently added. A new format better
supports our e-book users, and a new publisher supports significant cost reduction for our
readers.
The use of simulation modeling and analysis is becoming increasingly more popular as a
technique for improving or investigating process performance. This book is a practical, easy-tofollow reference that offers up-to-date information and step-by-step procedures for conducting
simulation studies. It provides sample simulation project support materi
This book is dedicated to improving healthcare through reducing delays experienced by
patients. With an interdisciplinary approach, this new edition, divided into five sections, begins
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by examining healthcare as an integrated system. Chapter 1 provides a hierarchical model of
healthcare, rising from departments, to centers, regions and the “macro system.” A new
chapter demonstrates how to use simulation to assess the interaction of system components to
achieve performance goals, and Chapter 3 provides hands-on methods for developing process
models to identify and remove bottlenecks, and for developing facility plans. Section 2
addresses crowding and the consequences of delay. Two new chapters (4 and 5) focus on
delays in emergency departments, and Chapter 6 then examines medical outcomes that result
from waits for surgeries. Section 3 concentrates on management of demand. Chapter 7
presents breakthrough strategies that use real-time monitoring systems for continuous
improvement. Chapter 8 looks at the patient appointment system, particularly through the
approach of advanced access. Chapter 9 concentrates on managing waiting lists for surgeries,
and Chapter 10 examines triage outside of emergency departments, with a focus on allied
health programs Section 4 offers analytical tools and models to support analysis of patient
flows. Chapter 11 offers techniques for scheduling staff to match patterns in patient demand.
Chapter 12 surveys the literature on simulation modeling, which is widely used for both
healthcare design and process improvement. Chapter 13 is new and demonstrates the use of
process mapping to represent a complex regional trauma system. Chapter 14 provides
methods for forecasting demand for healthcare on a region-wide basis. Chapter 15 presents
queueing theory as a method for modeling waits in healthcare, and Chapter 16 focuses on
rapid delivery of medication in the event of a catastrophic event. Section 5 focuses on
achieving change. Chapter 17 provides a diagnostic for assessing the state of a hospital and
using the state assessment to select improvement strategies. Chapter 18 demonstrates the
importance of optimizing care as patients transition from one care setting to the next. Chapter
19 is new and shows how to implement programs that improve patient satisfaction while also
improving flow. Chapter 20 illustrates how to evaluate the overall portfolio of patient diagnostic
groups to guide system changes, and Chapter 21 provides project management tools to guide
the execution of patient flow projects.
Market_Desc: Management consultants and production control professionals in discrete parts
manufacturing (both electronics and mechanical parts industries) Special Features: · Multi-level
inventory material· Organized by topic and chronologically.· Covers supply chain integration
issues within plant models About The Book: This book covers the design and improvement of
single and multistage production systems. Following the standard production planning and
scheduling decision hierarchy, it describes the inputs and outputs at each level of the decision
hierarchy and one or more decision approaches. The assumptions leading to each approach
are included along with the details of the model and the corresponding solution. Modern
system concepts and the engineering methods for creating lean production systems are
included.
As business modeling becomes mainstream, every year more and more companies and
government agencies are creating models of their businesses. But creating good business
models is not a simple endeavor. Business modeling requires new skills. Written by two
business modeling experts, this book shows you how to make your business modeling efforts
successful. It provides in-depth coverage of each of the four distinct business modeling
disciplines, helping you master them all and understand how to effectively combine them. It
also details best practices for working with subject matter experts. And it shows how to develop
models, and then analyze, simulate, and deploy them. This is essential, authoritative
information that will put you miles ahead of everyone who continues to approach business
modeling haphazardly. * Provides in-depth coverage of the four business modeling disciplines:
process modeling, motivation modeling, organization modeling, and rules modeling. * Offers
guidance on how to work effectively with subject matter experts and how to run business
modeling workshops. * Details today's best practices for building effective business models,
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and describes common mistakes that should be avoided. * Describes standards for each
business modeling discipline. * Explains how to analyze, simulate, and deploy business
models. * Includes examples both from the authors' work with clients and from a single running
example that spans the book.
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